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Chapter 1.

Why bother making a will?
For a number of important reasons.
• Do you have any specific wishes as to whom should succeed to your
property on your death? Anything at all? A will is the only way that you can
ensure that is your wishes hold sway. If you do not have a will, the rules on
intestacy apply. They are set out in the Succession Act, 1965. So the
choice is yours and it is simple, make a will or leave it to the state to
administer your estate.
• You can engage in tax planning by making a will, ensuring that the
minimum possible Capital Acquisitions Tax is paid by your beneficiaries.
• You can provide for the special needs of a loved one, by making a will.
• The administration of an estate provided by will is quicker and less
expensive than administering an estate intestate.
• If you do not specify who is to handle your affairs on your death, the law
will do it for you. That way the law not only dictate who gets what on your
death, but also who will take control of your property and affairs. Do you
want that?
• A will allows you to keep control of your affairs and the devolution of your
property on your death. That’s the same thing again, but in a different way.
The message is still the same.
The question really should be, why not make a will? You have an opportunity
unique to yourself to have your wishes implemented after your death. No
one else can do it for you. Carpe Diem, Seize the day. Make a will.
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Chapter 2.

What is a will?
A will is a formal document that sets out how a person – "the testator or
testatrix“ – wishes to dispose of his or her property on their death. It speaks
to those you leave behind after your death. It is the only way you can ensure
your wishes are followed after your death.
You can make as many wills as you wish, but the only relevant one is the last
one in time before your death. If that will is not valid, we move back to the
previous valid will and that is the will that will then take effect.

For a will to be valid in Ireland, the following must apply:
The Testator:
• must be 18 years or over, or if younger, has been married;
• must be of sound disposing mind at the time the will was made. This
phrase is of particular significance.
The Will:
• Must be in writing;
• Must be signed by the Testator in the presence of each of two or more
witnesses;
• Must be signed by the witnesses, each witness must sign in the presence
of the testator, but not necessarily in the presence of each other; the
testator's signature must be at the foot or end of the will.
All these conditions must be satisfied, it’s not a case of one or the other.
In writing
This requirement has been generously interpreted by the courts. It means
essentially that the will must provide some permanent evidence of the
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testator's intention. A written form of will is one of permanence, this rules out
the prospect of video wills.
Signature:
It may sound simple, but a signature can take various forms. It can be the
initials of the testators name. In cases of severely disabled or illiterate
persons it can be a “mark”. “X” has been accepted as a signature by the
Courts in specific cases.
In the case of a feeble or weak signature, the witnesses will be required to
complete an affidavit of Attesting Witness. They will have to confirm that the
will was read over to the testator and that he or she was off sound mind,
memory and understanding at that time. This is the definition of a sound
disposing mind.
The location of a signature to a will is of crucial importance. After all, it’s
supposed to indicate the end of the operative provisions of the will. Nothing
further should follow it. No further bequest, devise or direction. None!
That is not to say that a will signed in any place other than the end will
automatically fail. Thats a different scenario. However any writing appearing
after the Testators signature is usually excluded. The Courts have ruled a will
invalid where the signature appeared at the top of the page.

What happens if a Will does not satisfy these conditions? What
then?
Do you really want to find out? The moral of story is simple. Engage a
Solicitor experienced in such matters.
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Chapter 3.

What should a will contain?
We have seen the legal requirements for a valid will. Even if its valid, a will
should still be fit for purpose. What then should a will contain? Experience
and best practise dictates that a will should contain 10 essential items. It
sounds simple but simple is sometimes overlooked.

A will should contain at least 10 essential items:
1. The testator's name and address;
2. A revocation clause (so that this will effectively revokes and replaces all
previous wills). Only the latest will in time will then be effective as opposed
to a mixum gatherum of various wills, needing a Court to determine
which will or part of a will if any can be relied upon;
3. Appoint executors. Clearly identify them.
4. A list of legacies (gifts of money or goods);
5. A list of devises (gifts of real property – land, houses et cetera);
6. A residuary clause. Essentially, a safety net or catch – all clause effectively
disposing of the remainder of the estate, essentially any item not already
specifically mentioned in the will. This deals with all eventualities and is a
mop up type clause. Nothing is left to chance;
7. The date the will is made;
8. The testator's signature;
9. An attestation clause – stating that the will has been signed by the testator
on that date and witnessed by the witnesses;
10.The signature of the two witnesses, with their addresses and descriptions.
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Chapter 4.

Legacies and devices.
What is a legacy, what is a devise?
A legacy is a gift of personal property contained in a will.
A devise is a gift of real property (lands, buildings, houses et cetera)
contained in a will.

There are a number of different types of legacy.
• A general legacy: this is a gift out of the rest of the estate after the
payment of debts, outstanding taxes as ordered by the testator and
specific legacies, if any;
• A specific legacy: such as for instance car, a house, a boat, a car, a music
collection. This however can be disposed of by the testator during his or
her lifetime, in which case the gift or legacy will be adeemed, i.e. it no
longer exists. There is no alternative benefit provided or compensation;
• A demonstrative legacy: a mixture of a general and a specific legacy;
• A conditional legacy: a legacy with a condition attached which will see the
bequest forfeit if the condition is not fulfilled;
• An abated legacy: where the residue of the estate is insufficient to meet
the testator's debts and liabilities, a general legacy is said to abate pro
rata;
• an adeemed legacy: where the testator gives away or disposes of the
item referred to in the will during his or her lifetime, so that it does not
exist as at the date of death;
• A charitable legacy: it is vital for such to succeed that the charity is clearly
identified. Under The Cy Pres doctrine it is a general principle that a
charitable bequest will not fail for uncertainty.
Declan O’Toole & Co., Solicitors
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Make a list of all legacies and devises you intend to leave in your will. Add up
the total values. Will your estate be sufficient to cover all? Do an exercise in
quantifying the value of your estate. There no point in trying to show
someone how much you love or admire them by leaving them what is no
more than an aspirational benefit. They will not appreciate it!
Remember, it’s good to be generous where you can afford to be. Ultimately,
your estate is yours to do with as you please. Go on a 6 month cruise, blow it
on black 13 in a Las Vegas Casino - only joking!!! Have enough for your own
needs, present and future. The rest you can provide for in your will.
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Chapter 5

Common mistakes in making
a will.
Mistakes can and do happen. These are common examples.
1. A will is revoked by a subsequent marriage, but not by divorce. A divorce
settlement or order should contain a blocking order if that’s what’s desired;
2. A will made in any other jurisdiction – if it includes a revocation clause –
will revoke all previous wills, including wills made in this jurisdiction. This
may not have been the intention! Ring fence a will made in a foreign
jurisdiction to deal solely with property in that jurisdiction;
3. Problems arise if a will is destroyed, but not by the testator as an act of
destruction. It might be destroyed accidentally. In order for destruction of a
will to be effective as a termination or revocation of the will, it must be
done with the intention of revocation and by the testator. You have to
prove intention on the part of the testator and destruction by the testator.

Good ideas when making a will:
1. Appoint more than one executor;
2. Do not appoint an alternative executor as this will fail for uncertainty;
3. Better still, get a solicitor to draft it!
The best idea is to consult with a solicitor experienced in such matter!!

What should I consider if there are young children
involved?
‣ The appointment of trustees, to hold property on trust for children under 18
years of age
Declan O’Toole & Co., Solicitors
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‣ The appointment of guardians – to stand in place of the parents - in loco
parentis
‣ Establish a trust to hold property until children attain the age of majority
‣ Grant additional powers for executors and trustees, so they will have the
widest discretion in dealing with the property in order to use it to the
greatest advantage for the children
‣ You will require various enabling clauses to opt in with various powers on
behalf of the executors and trustees.
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Chapter 6.

Common issues that arise.
Can a beneficiary witness a will?
Certainly, yes. However, if they do so, they lose the benefit. The same
applies for a beneficiaries spouse. A beneficiary or his spouse should never
witness a will.

Doctrine of Lapse
The doctrine of lapse provides that if a beneficiary named in a will
predeceases the testator, whatever benefit was left to that beneficiary will fail
and the benefit will be distributed as if the testator died intestate – as in
without a will! In other words the will remains valid but only deals with the
valid bequests contained in it, so the will will be the subject of a Grant of
Probate, but the lapsed bequest will fall outside the will, on intestacy and will
require a separate Grant of Administration Intestate. That would entail
unnecessary duplication of time energy and costs. Unless of course the will
contains an effective residuary clause . A solicitor experienced in such
matters will know the benefit of a residue clause and will provide one.

There are of course – aren’t there always! – exceptions to the doctrine of
lapse. These are:
‣ bequests to children and "issue" (section 98 children);
‣ where the bequest is in discharge of a legal or moral duty;
‣ where there is a bequest to someone in trust for another;
‣ where a will provides for what will happen in the event of a beneficiary
predeceasing the testator.
Declan O’Toole & Co., Solicitors
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Residue
By definition, the residue comprises everything left over. In the context of a
will it means every asset not specifically dealt with in the will. For instance if
you owned three properties and your will specifically referred to two of them,
then the third property, the one not specifically mentioned would be deemed
to be the residue of your estate. A will with no residue clause cannot deal
with an asset not specifically dealt with, necessitating a Grant of
Administration Intestate.
Section 91 of the Succession Act 1965 stipulates that the residue provided
for in any way, will include or comprise lapsed or voided gifts or benefits
provided for under a will. It is therefore absolutely essential that such a
clause be included in your will. Leave it to the experts!

Enabling clauses
The Succession Act 1965 contains various de minimus clauses that do not
always represent the wishes of the testator. Therefore, unless you
specifically provide for your own intent and wishes by way of enabling
clauses, the provisions of the Succession Act apply.
Example 1: if you were to leave a benefit in your will to a child who
predeceased you that in turn left children - your grandchildren, - if you do not
specifically provide otherwise in your will, by reason of the Succession Act
provisions, that benefit to your deceased child with fall into that child's estate
and will be dealt with accordingly by means of his or her will, or on his or her
intestacy. In such circumstances, your son in law or daughter-in-law will then
succeed to the benefit you provided in your will. You can however, if you are
of such a mind and so inclined, provide specifically in your will that in such
circumstances that benefit will go to your grandchildren.
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Example 2: where you leave a business and appoint trustees to run that
business until such time as your beneficiaries are of an age capable of taking
on the business for themselves – presuming they would want to do so. If you
do not provide extra powers for the trustees, such as powers to borrow, lend
and run a business, your trustees will be restricted to the powers specifically
provided for them under the Trustee Acts.

If you do not specifically provide otherwise, then section 63 of the
Succession Act will apply and that provides that any benefits that were made
to a child during your lifetime, will be deducted in calculating the child's share
in your estate on your death.

A personal representative has the power under section 55 of the Succession
Act, 1965 to appropriate any part of an estate in or towards satisfaction of
any share in the estate. However, if the will does not provide the personal
representative with the specific power to appropriate without notice,
appropriation can attract statutory notice requirements.

What about estate income, pre-and post death?
It is a good idea to exclude the common law and statutory provisions
regarding apportionment as, otherwise your personal representatives and the
solicitor dealing with the administration of your estate will have to engage in
a time-consuming exercise in calculating income, post death and
apportioning it accordingly. Keep it simple.

The moral of the story is, consult with the solicitor expert in such matters.
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Trustees:
Trustees have an important part to play in administering estates. The Trustee
will enjoy the basic powers provided to them under the Trustee legislation.
However, it is sometimes appropriate to give them additional or extra powers
because of the limits to those statutory powers.
Examples of extra powers that might be considered would include the power
of investment, the power to lend, the power to borrow/mortgage, the power of
maintenance, the power to trade or run a business, the power to ensure
property and the power to purchase assets from the estate.

Can a child sue an estate?
What a question!
Section 117 of the Succession Act, 1965 allows a child take action against an
estate, where the testator has allegedly failed in his or her moral duty
towards that child. In other words, where the child is unhappy at the benefits,
if any, left to it in a will, that child can take an action against the estate on the
basis that the testator failed in his or her moral duty towards that child. What
exactly is a moral duty? This is a matter that has been considered at length
in various court cases and there is well established case law determining
what exactly constitutes such a moral duty.
The Law Reform Commission has recently issued a consultation paper on
this very matter. Included in its recommendations is that the provisions of
section 117 be extended to intestacy. As it stands, it only applies in the case
of a testate estate, in other words where there is a will. There is no provision
at this point in time providing an equal right in estates iintestate, where there
is no will.
Watch this space for future developments!
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Chapter 7.

Testamentary capacity
This is absolutely crucial.
A testator most enjoy a minimum standard or level of testamentary capacity
in making a will. In particular, at a testator must enjoy the mental capacity to
be able to understand the following:
• That he or she is making a will;
• That the will will provides for the disposal of his or her assets on his or her
death;
• He or she must know the nature and extent or size of his or her estate;
• He or she must be able to have regard for those who might expect to
benefit from him or her under his or her will or in his or her estate, and he
or she must be able to decide whether he or she wishes to give them a
benefit in his or her will.
If it ever becomes an issue, the capacity of the testator/testratrix to make his
or her will may be proved by a sworn statement or affidavit from a doctor or
a solicitor who attended the testator/testatrix at the time the will was made.
In the event of a formal challenge to the testamentary capacity of the
testator/testatrix, the matter will be decided by the Courts. There is significant
case law already decided on such matters.

Special circumstances
There are certain circumstances or special circumstances where issues can
arise as to the mental capacity of the testator at the time the will was made. A
particular example would be in cases of imminent death, Wills being made
by an elderly person must deal with the question as to their mental capacity.
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Imminent death
In any case where the testator is in a nursing home, hospital or medical
facility and is considered to be in danger of imminent death, the following
issues must be considered:
1. Is the testator capable of giving instructions and he is able to read the will,
or at least understand it when it is read back to him?
2. The attestation clause should cover the circumstances and a medical
report on the condition of the patient may need to be obtained. The
attestation clause is the final section of the will, appearing after the testator's
signature and it sets out the circumstances in which the will was signed by
the testator and witnessed by the two witnesses.
3. At least two independent witnesses must be present when the will is
signed.

The elderly.
The elderly can be vulnerable because of ill health, advanced age, lack or
want of education or indeed, mental incapacity. Any lawyer advising on the
creation of a will for an elderly person needs to take special care.
There is a presumption in law of soundness of mind, of testamentary
capacity of the testator on the execution of a will that is formally valid, in
other words where it meets the legal requirements for a will. If a will is
challenged on the basis that the testator was of unsound mind, the onus is
on the challenger to prove that that was the case.

What is The Legal Test for Testamentary Capacity?
There is a test for legal capacity to make a will.
The legal test for testamentary capacity was actually set down in a legal case
dating back to 1870. It is therefore well established in law.
There are three essential elements to the test for testamentary capacity:
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1. The testator/testatrix must understand but he or she is making a will,
which will dispose of his or her assets after he or she dies;
2. The testator/testatrix must be capable of knowing the extent of his or her
estate;
3. The testator/testatrix must be able to give consideration to those people
who might expect to benefit under his or her will, and decide for himself or
herself, whether or not to benefit them.
I am repeating myself I know, but it is worth repeating. If any of these three
factors are missing then a will made under such circumstances will not
survive a challenge on the basis of the lack of testamentary capacity of the
Testator/Testatrix.

Undue influence
Elderly people are susceptible to outside or undue influence when it comes
to making a will. There are certain relationships where a question of
presumed undue influence arises. These are essentially situations where the
relationship is one where a relationship of trust and confidence existed
between the parties, for instance solicitor/client; Doctorpatient; special needs
or home care assistants and their patients.
The best way of rebutting any presumption of undue influence, is to have the
testator obtain independent legal advice.
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Chapter 8.

What is a Legal Personal
Representative - an Executor
or Administrator?
The function of a Personal Representative of an Estate is to extract a Grant
of Probate or Administration to the Estate of the Deceased and to administer
that Estate. A Grant of Probate will apply in the case where there is a Will
(referred to as a Death on Testacy) whereas Administration refers to the
position where there is no Will (Intestacy); an Executor or Executrix
administers the Estate of a person who dies Testate, an Administrator
administers the Estate of a person who dies Intestate. It’s easy, will equals
testacy and Executor; no will equal Administration and an Administrator.
For an Executor/Executrix their powers and duties date from the date of
death of the deceased.
From that date, the whole of the Estate of the Deceased devolves
automatically to them as Executor or Executrix. They have very wide powers
under general law, in addition to and apart from any powers specifically given
or bestowed upon them under the Deceased’s Will. An Executor or Executrix
may renounce an Executorship but once the Executor or Executrix decides
to take on and assume the role of Executor / Executrix, he or she cannot
then renounce it at a later stage. In the case of joint Executorship, one or
more of the Executors may renounce their appointment.
The duties of a Personal Representative or Executor last for life, therefore
their obligations as Executor are ongoing until the administration of the
Estate has been completed.
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DUTIES OF AN EXECUTOR/EXECUTRIX
The first duty of an Executor or Executrix is to attend to the obsequies of the
Deceased. This includes the proper treatment and disposal of the Testator’s
body, of which the Executor or Executrix has custody until burial takes place.
Obviously, effect should be given where at all possible to the wishes of the
Deceased where known as to their preferred means of disposal or treatment
of his or her body (although these wishes are not necessary legally binding).
The Deceased should be buried in a manner suitable and appropriate to the
Estate (in particular, without involving excessive cost or outlay which would
only serve to dilute, if not in fact render insolvent the Estate). Burial is
generally arranged and dealt with by or in conjunction with the family of the
Deceased.In the event of a dispute, the Legal Personal Representative
makes the decision.
The next duty is to ascertain the precise value and extent of all of the
Deceased’s assets. In doing so, the Executor is in fact dealing with the final
state of affairs of the Deceased’s Estate and in doing so has the right to pay
or to take a release of any debts owed to or owing by the Estate. An
Executor may also arrange to sell or otherwise dispose of, at his or her
discretion, the goods and assets of the Testator before the Grant of Probate
actually issues. The Executor or Executrix will have to account fully for the
methodology of such disposal and for the proceeds of sale, if any. However,
certainly in relation to assets such as land or stocks or shares, it will prove
difficult if not entirely impossible to dispose of same without an actual Grant
of Probate and in practice, sales of significant assets would usually occur
after the Grant of Probate issues. No Purchaser would or should take a
Conveyance, Assignment or Transfer from anybody purporting to act as
Executor or Executrix without first having sight of the Grant of Probate
confirming their appointment as such.
The Executor or Executrix must ensure that the assets of the Deceased are
properly protected. It therefore follows that there is a duty to insure all assets
normally requiring insurance, such as a house or land or other valuable
items, e.g. jewellery, house contents, motor car etc..
An Executor must also ascertain all the outstanding debts, taxes, etc. owing
by the Deceased and ensure that there are no claims outstanding against the
Estate. All beneficiaries must be ascertained. An Executor should make the
fullest of enquiries of all beneficiaries in relation to prior gifts or inheritances
received by them from all parties, not only the Testator in question. Whilst
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under the Finance Act 2010 an Executor or Executrix is no longer
secondarily liable to the Revenue Commissioners for any Capital
Acquisitions Tax not properly paid by a beneficiary on benefits received
under the Estate in question, it still behoves the Executor or Executrix to
seek out as much information as possible from the beneficiaries so that they
can subsequently show to the satisfaction of the Revenue Commissioners
that any information subsequently found to be inaccurate or incomplete was
based on information furnished to the Executors by the beneficiaries in
question and that the Executor or Executrix can be seen to have sought all
appropriate information from the beneficiaries in question. An Executor or
Executrix is always best advised to ask the appropriate question, irrespective
of any possible upset caused by same. In practical terms, the work involved
and indeed the questions concerned are carried out or posed by the Solicitor
dealing with the administration of the Estate.
When all enquiries have been made (and these can be both numerous and
complex) a schedule or list of all the assets and liabilities of the deceased
must then be prepared. This is contained within an official document, known
as the Inland Revenue Affidavit and has to be sworn by the Executor or
Executrix. As and from June 2010, the Inland Revenue Affidavit is submitted
directly to the Probate Office with the application for the Grant of Probate
itself. The Probate Office have now assumed responsibility for forwarding
one copy of this form directly to the Revenue Commissioners for their
deliberations. Capital Acquisitions Tax and indeed Capital Gains Tax are now
“self-assessment” in nature, so that the primary obligation lies with the
beneficiary / owner to make the appropriate return to the Revenue
Commissioners.
The Revenue Commissioners will now take it upon
themselves to correspond directly with any party that they deem required or
obliged to make an appropriate return on foot of form IT38. There is now
also a “pay and file” return date fixed for 31st October for CAT purposes.
There is one significant exception to the abolition of secondary accountability
on the part of an Executor for a beneficiary’s liability to tax. Where a
beneficiary is non-resident in the Republic of Ireland, the Personal
Representative remains assessable and chargeable where the non-resident
beneficiary does not file a tax return and make a payment. Where the
Personal Representative is in turn also non-resident, a Solicitor, practising in
the Republic of Ireland is required to be nominated or appointed as agent in
dealing with the administration of the Estate and that Solicitor is in turn
assessable and chargeable where the beneficiary does not file a tax return
and make an appropriate payment.
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The Probate Office charges a fee on the application for the Grant of Probate,
based on a percentage of the net value of the Estate. This is payable at the
time the application is made to the Probate Office. Ultimately, when all
matters have been dealt with to the satisfaction of the Probate Office, the
formal Grant of Probate will issue. This document represents the legal
authority of the Executor or Executrix to deal with all the assets of the
Deceased. Certified and or attested copies of the Grant or Grant and Will
can be requested from the Probate Office. Once the Grant of Probate issues
the Executor or Executrix is then in a position to collect in all the Deceased’s
assets and will be required to furnish a copy or indeed a certified copy of the
Grant of Probate to each individual financial institution holding monies on
account for the Deceased, the Company Share Registry in respect of any
and all shareholdings held and enjoyed by the Deceased and indeed to the
Property Registration Authority with regard to any lands registered in the
name of the Deceased. This process, in collecting in all of the Deceased’s
assets is known as marshalling the assets of the Deceased. It is at this stage
that assets, not otherwise specifically given to specific or named
beneficiaries by way of bequests, will be sold and the proceeds of sale then
held to the credit of and for the benefit of the Estate and all beneficiaries.
As an Executor or Executrix you are legally obliged and indeed required to
pay and discharge the funeral expenses and all other outstanding debts of
the deceased as at the date of death. Distribution of the assets of the Estate
to those entitled under the Will can only take place when all such debts and
taxes have been discharged and paid. Taxes include all taxes due by the
Deceased prior to his or her death, such as in the case of a self-employed
person, VAT, income tax etc., all taxes arising out of the administration of the
Estate itself, in other words during the period of administration whilst the
Grant of Probate was applied for and before it had issued, such as income
tax and all inheritance taxes or Capital Gains Taxes arising out of the
distribution of assets. The Executor or Executrix should also ensure that the
Department of Social and Family Affairs is given at least one month’s notice
of their intention to administer the Estate together with a copy of the
Schedule of the Assets and Liabilities in order to ensure that there is no
outstanding liability to the Department for the repayment of any Social
Welfare benefits improperly or incorrectly received by the Testator. There
have been instances where the Department of Social Welfare deemed on
examining such a Schedule of Assets and Liabilities that the Testator was not
properly entitled to either the entire or portion of a Social Welfare benefit
previously received and the Department are entitled by law to recover the
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amount of any such benefit from the Estate of the Deceased. The Executor
or Executrix is no longer required to obtain Tax Clearance Certificates from
the Revenue Commissioners as these are no longer issued.
Finally, the administration of the Estate can then take place in accordance
with the wishes of the Testator or Testatrix as set out in their Will. The
Executor or Executrix on completion must prepare and furnish an
administration account, detailing all monies received and all monies
distributed during the entirety of the distribution period. As previously
advised, the duties of a Personal Representative are for life. For instance, if
a further asset were subsequently discovered after the initial distribution was
completed it is the duty of the Personal Representative or Representatives to
dispose of that asset as per the terms of the Will or indeed the laws on
Intestacy.

WHAT IS AN ADMINISTRATOR?
As already stated an Executor or Executrix acts in a death testate, where
there is a Will, whereas an Administrator acts in a death intestate, where
there is no Will. An Executor will administer an Estate in accordance with the
wishes of the Deceased as set out in the Will, an Administrator will
administer an intestate Estate in accordance with the provisions of the
Succession Act 1965.

Frequently Asked Questions
1.

What is required of an Executor or Executrix is performing his or her
duties?
The general rule is that an Executor or Executrix will sufficiently
discharge his or her duties where he or she takes all precautions which
an ordinary prudent person would take in managing their own similar
affairs.

2.

Can an Executor or Executrix delegate his or her position to another?
The office of Executor or Executrix is a personal one, the Testator
having chosen him or her for his or her trustworthiness. Accordingly,
once the office or position is assumed, it can not be delegated.
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3.

Can an Executor or Executrix employ experts in their respective fields
to asset him or her in the Administration of the Estate?
Whilst an Executor or Executrix may not delegate their authority as the
holder of the position, they may need to employ experts in their
respective fields and are entitled to do so. The Executor or Executrix
will not be liable for the mistakes or negligence of such experts,
provided that they are only employed to do acts within the scope of
their profession or expertise (this is where a solicitor comes in!)

4.

Is an Executor or Executrix paid?
No! The office of the Executor or Executrix is gratuitous i.e. the
Executor or Executrix is not entitled to receive fees, payment or to
profit from carrying out his or her duties. However, neither should an
Executor or Executrix incur a loss so that all expenses properly
incurred during the administration period are recoverable by the
Executor or Executrix.

5.

Is it necessary for an Executor or Executrix to arrange for a formal
reading of the Will?
No. There is a misconception, prompted no doubt by the influence of
Hollywood that this is indeed the case but it is not. It is at the discretion
of the Executor or Executrix to discuss terms and contents of the Will
with whoever they may deem appropriate or proper in all the
circumstances of each individual case.

6.

Is the Executor or Executrix obliged to give a copy of the Will to anyone
requesting same?
No. There is no such obligation of an Executor or Executrix to give a
copy of the Will to anybody before it is committed to Probate, or indeed
to inform a beneficiary of his or her interest under the terms of the Will
unless so required. If so required an Executor or Executrix must give
information to a beneficiary in relation to his or her interest alone in the
Estate and in the normal course of events, the Executor or Executrix
will arrange to communicate directly with all beneficiaries advising them
of their respective interests or benefits under the Will. However, it
should be noted that once the Will is “proved” (i.e. admitted to Probate)
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and the Grant of Probate issues, a copy of the Will is contained in the
Grant of Probate and as such becomes a document of public record. It
is then available for inspection and indeed to be copied by any qualified
person directly from the Probate Office.
New regulations and
restrictions have recently been introduced restricting the category of
persons entitled to take up a copy of a Will or Grant of Probate from the
Probate Office.
Summary
This is a simple set of guidelines on the both the powers and duties of the
Legal Personal Representatives, it is not intended as complete and
exhaustive. Hopefully, it will be of some assistance to you.
Once again, the moral of the story is simple. Consult a Solicitor experienced
in such matters.
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Chapter 8.

Sample Details required to
make a Will:
(This should be completed to give an overview of the value of your estate and your
wishes. Precise details of each asset are not required.)

PERSONAL DETAILS
Full Name ………………………………………………………………………………..
Address …………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………
Occupation ……………………………………………………………………………….
Date of Birth ……………………………………………………………………………...
PPS Number ……………………………………………………………………………...
Instructions in relation to burial (note this should be communicated to your family
as your Will may not be read until after your funeral)……………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………….

EXECUTORS AND TRUSTEES
Name 1 ……………………………………………………………………………………
Address …………………………………………………………………………………...
Name 2…………………………………………………………………………………….
Address …………………………………………………………………………………...
Name 3…………………………………………………………………………………….
Address …………………………………………………………………………………...
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FAMILY AND DEPENDANTS
Spouse/Civil Partner
Children: Name Age Under 18 Yes/No
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
Other dependants, e.g. co-habiting partner, aged parent or handicapped relation:
Guardians of infant children ……………………………………………………………...
……………………………………………………………………………………………

DETAILS OF ASSETS
House Value: €………………………

Contents (insurance value) Value: €………………………

Bank/Building Society accounts Value: €………………………

An Post Value: €………………………

Business Value: €

Pensions Value: €………………………

Life Insurance Policies Value: €…………………
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Other Property (e.g. stocks or shares) Value: €………………………
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